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1. Introduction
The Government of the Republic of Moldova is now in the process of revaluation and
harmonization of the national legal frame with the EU legislation and practice. The forest
legislation of Moldova, largely based on old principles of forest management, has a number of
deficiencies and requires improvement, also adjustment to new social-economic conditions in
the region and globally.
Modifying legislation is not an easy process and may take longer time, on average and
depending on social-political circumstances it can last from 1 to 2 years. Public participation and
consultation with stakeholders are extremely important while creating and/or amending the
legislation.
Our research has been focused on several aspects, but specifically on the Forest Code
adopted in 1996 (Parliament Law nr. 887 from 21.06.1996 and entered into force in
16.01.1997), with later amendments from 2001, 2003, 2005, 2009, 2011 and 2013. The ENPI
FLEG phase I has conducted during 2009-2012 a legal analysis and elaborated a new structure
for the Forest Code (only chapters and clauses), which was proposed to Agency Moldsilva. The
strategy for sustainable development of the forestry sector of Moldova (approved by a
Parliament Decision nr. 350-XV from 12.07.2001) was supported by an Action Plan (approved
by Governmental Decision nr.739 from 17.06.2003) that was subsequently abolished (by
Governmental Decision nr. 796 from 25.10.2012). This strategy, which will last till 2020, requires
a new Action Plan that will help implement the strategy for the remaining period.
The scope of this study was to undertake a comparative analysis of the forest legal
framework of the Republic of Moldova with international legislation and applicable practices or
experiences, implicitly from EU, which would help collect useful information needed for the
development of the national forestry sector, also to make contributions to a social, economic
and environmental development. The outputs of this study are not the legal documents
elaborated and/or approved, but rather an independent opinion offered to authorities.
Information and data in this analysis are meant to assist authorities and appropriate institutions
from the Republic of Moldova in improving legal frame to ensure better management and
conservation of forest resources. Eventually, a correct and equitable approach to relationships
with forest ecosystems, through an adequate and improved legal frame, is the key success to
reach a sustainable development.

2. Addressing the problem
Although Moldova officially encountered a significant progress towards improving national
legal frame on the use of natural resources, protection and conservation of biodiversity (for
instance, the area of protected areas has been officially doubled in comparison with situation of
1996; newly created forest plantations; a national ecological network established; increased
environmental awareness of the large public etc.), the process of degradation of the natural
habitats and ecosystems was not stopped.
Taking into account that Moldova heavily relies on agriculture (more than 2/3 of its territory
are agricultural lands, of which 90% are already privatized, and many lands are abandoned),
areas covered with forest vegetation (which is circa 13,7% of country’s territory, but only 7-8%
are true forests, the rest being forest plantations – mostly of black locust, an introduced but
almost naturalized specs) represent the largest semi-natural ecosystems in the country. This
fact reveals how important are forests not only for harboring a great biological diversity
(including specific genetic variability), but also as a livelihood source for local communities
(FLEG data demonstrate a high dependence on forest resources, and the real domestic wood
consumption is twice as annual allowable cut).
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A recent practice in the country, created during the last 10-15 years, is the highly politicized
forestry sector associated with the promotion of interest of certain groups to the detriment of
principles of sustainable forest management. Professionalism is neglected and transparency in
forest management is lacking, both dominated by political affiliation or loyalty factor. An
unfavorable aspect in improving the legal frame is the cursory approach undertaken by those
assigned to manage state forest properties, whose management is undoubtedly affected. At the
same time, the tendency to elaborate too many laws and regulatory documents may create
confusion and lead to conflicts of interests within the legal frame related to the use of natural
resources, control and penalty for the violation of the legislation.
All these should imply a different approach, which, in turn, will require new mechanisms and
tools in improving legal and regulatory framework – the ones adapted to new conditions and
with clear vision for the future, meant to address stringent problems of the forestry sector.

3. Scope and methodology
This report represents a total up of analysis and examination of the existing forest legal
frame of the Republic of Moldova as well as of the experience of EU member states and
neighboring countries (i.e. Romania and Ukraine), undertaken during March 2014 to August
2015. It represents in fact an independent view apart from forestry authorities of Moldova, an
opinion based on findings and discussions with experts working in various fields in the country
(such as forestry, environment, agriculture, regional development, tourism, customs service,
economy, cadaster, land resources), also based on meetings with various experts representing
international organizations.
Based on national priorities for the ENPI FLEG II program in the Republic of Moldova
(www.enpi-fleg.org) for the period of 2013-2016 (see annex 1), the scope was to conduct a
comparative study of the national legislation with international legal frame (specifically of EU
countries) to reveal good practices and experience in order to provide necessary information
that will be useful for Moldovan stakeholders in their attempt to improve legal frame, particularly
for the elaboration of:
 A new Forest Code (based on structure proposed within the phase I of the ENPI FLEG
program);
 Legislation related to the management of border forests (forest vegetation);
 Legislation related to the management of forests and/or forest vegetation managed by
communities (so called municipal forests);
 Legislation related to the private sector owning forest resources (which is a growing
sector in the country);
 A new Action Plan for the implementation of the Strategy for sustainable development of
the forestry sector of Moldova.
To achieve this, a lot of information materials were analyzed and examined: 20 international
policy documents with regard to forestry and biodiversity (strategies, protocols and international
agreements), 10 independent reports (done by World Bank, IUCN, WWF, Soros Moldova
Foundation), 50 legal forestry acts of EU member states and other ex-soviet countries, 15
national policy documents, and circa 100 national legal and regulatory acts with regard to
forestry and other sector of the national economy (agriculture, environmental, tourism,
economy/finance, land resources).
Authors have organized 46 meetings with national and international experts, and
participated at 27 thematic events (workshops, round tables, and bilateral meetings) with
stakeholders.
6

4. Existing legal frame
The state forest policy is promoted through a legal frame that includes – the Constitution of
the Republic of Moldova, circa 20 laws, a number of regulatory acts approved by the
Government, and other regulatory documents that are approved on sectoral/authority level.
The state forest policy establishes that the main function of forests is environmental
protection and maintenance of the ecological equilibrium. The Forest Code, along with other
laws, prohibits any reduction of areas covered with forests, and wood is harvested in
accordance with prescriptions of the forest management plans. The Contravention Code and
Penal Code establish some prescriptions for forest protection against destructive activities.
Existing legal frame encourages the expansion of areas covered with forest vegetation
through afforestation of degraded and affected by sliding lands, creation of protection
shelterbelts for water, rivers and basins. Main legal documents relevant to the forestry sector
are provided in the Table 1, and main policy documents relevant to forestry sector are provided
in Table 2.
Table 1: Main legal acts relevant to forestry sector of Moldova

Name / approval
Land Code nr. 828-XII from 25 December 1991
Forest Code nr. 887-XIII from 21 July 1996
Law nr. 1515-XII from 16 June 1993 on environmental protection
Law nr. 439-XIII from 27 April 1995 on animal kingdom
Law nr. 1102-XIII from 6 February 1997 on natural resources
Law nr. 1538-XIII from 25 February 1998 on state protected areas
Law nr. 591-XIV form 23 September 1999 on green areas of urban and rural
localities
Law nr. 1041-XIV from 15 June 2000 on amelioration through afforestation of
degraded lands
Law nr. 325-XVI from 15 December 2005 on Red Book of the Republic of
Moldova
Law nr. 239-XVI from 8 November 2007 on vegetal kingdom
Law nr. 94-XVI from 5 April 2007 on ecological network
Law nr. 91-XVI from 5 April 2007 on public property lands and their delimitation
Law nr.272 from 23 December 2011 on water
Table 2: Main policy documents relevant to forestry sector of Moldova

Name / approval
Strategy for sustainable development of the forestry sector of the Republic of
Moldova (approved by Parliament Decision nr. 350-XV from 12 June 2001)
Strategy for biological diversity of the Republic of Moldova for the period 20152020 and Action Plan for its implementation (approved by Governmental
Decision nr. 274 from 18 May 2015)
Environmental strategy for the period of 2014-2023 and Action Plan for its
implementation (approved by Governmental Decision nr. 301 from 24 April 2014)
National Plan for the expansion of forest vegetation areas for the period of 20142018 (approved by Governmental Decision nr. 101 from 10 February 2014)
National program on establishing the national ecological network for the period
7

of 2011-2018 (approved by Governmental Decision nr. 593 from 1 August 2011)
National strategy for agricultural and rural development for the period of 20142020 (approved by Governmental Decision nr. 409 from 4 June 2014)

5. Independent opinions on the forestry sector
There are several recent studies prepared by international organizations with participation of
local experts, which provide not only general analyses of the forestry sector of Moldova, but also
evaluations and visions for the future development, including a review of the existing legalnormative frame and stringent problems that need to be solved, also as a result of legal frame
improvement.
The Independent Analytic Group ‘Expert Grup’, which produced in 2013 a report “Efficiency
and transparency in the utilization of forest resources” within the Soros Moldova Foundationfunded project „Budgeting process in the Republic of Moldova: transparency monitoring and
promotion of public control”, provides not only a global vision on the forestry sector of Moldova,
but also highlights the main problems the sector faces and identifies main directions for the
actions to be undertaken.
The World Bank’s “Social Accountability Review: Forestry Sector in Moldova”, produced in
2013, was based on a desk review of legislative framework, global best practices and analytical
materials on the forestry sector.
“Moldova – Forest Policy Note” (FPN), prepared by the World Bank in 2014, offers not only
an independent view on the forestry sector, but also a number of strategic recommendations
that will be used to define strategic objectives and to identify opportunities for consideration in
the implementation of the Moldova-World Bank Country Partnership Strategy.
All these studies reveal huge deficiencies in the forest resources management and point on
the fact that the forestry sector needs transformations and clear separation of functions and
attributions of stakeholders.

6. Improving national legal frame
6.1. Legislative challenges
The need for the improvement of legislation is demanded by existing forest conditions,
management practices and visions for the future - such as social-economic changes, ratification
of international conventions relevant to environment and forests, pro-sustainable management
and conservation of forest ecosystems, incentives for increasing areas covered with forest
vegetation through establishing forests on LPA lands, planting new forests on private lands and
supporting this sector, recent practice of forest lease for recreation and hunting activities, forest
auctions to sell standing wood.
The process of reforms that started in the forestry sector is based on provisions of the
Strategy for Institutional Reform of the Forestry Sector in Moldova (FIRSM), developed in 2012
through a large stakeholders participation, The road to a transformation started to shape only
recently in 2015 and will require a lot of efforts and legal-normative assistance.
Our research revealed that in many cases the forest legislation is ambiguous or too general,
which leaves space for various interpretations and brings in more uncertainties. All this directly
affects the use of forest resources.
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6.2. Forest policy – between needs and reality
The main policy document is the “Strategy for the sustainable development of the forestry
sector of the Republic of Moldova” (2001). In 2003, the Government decides to implement the
Strategy (GD nr. 739 from 17.06.2003), which was abrogated in 2012 by the Government along
with other policy documents (through Governmental Decision nr. 796 from 25.10.12,
MO228/31.10.12 clause 858).
The strategy clearly states that the forests are an inestimable source of various goods and
products that contribute to society development, and also importance of forests in maintaining
ecological equilibrium.
Things have changes and evolved rapidly since the strategy was elaborated and approved,
and major problems that the forestry sector faces nowadays have become more visible. An
exaggerated consumption of forest products (namely wood and game resources), which goes
far beyond authorized volumes (see analytical studies produced by FLEG), imposes more
concrete actions. At the same time, interest towards forest products and services is
continuously growing. To find a balanced solution, it requires a correct approach that will create
conditions for a rational use and avoidance of resources exhaustion.

6.3. Forest code needs new approach
The Forest code of the Republic of Moldova (1996) is the main legal document that
regulates relations of the forest uses, land and water protection, also the use and conservation
of vegetal and animal resources. From the moment of its entrance into force, the Forest Code
passed several modifications - in 2001, 2003, 2005, 2009, 2011 and 2012.
When analyzing the Forest code, we concluded that many provisions are outdated and
many other provisions need adjustment to EU directives and international agreements relevant
to forestry, biodiversity, climate change and deforestation.
Actual Forest Code lacks chapters relevant to administration and management of public
forest properties owned by LPAs (so-called municipal forests), forests and other forest
vegetation located on state borders, and private forest sector. Rights and responsibilities of
forest beneficiaries were poorly reflected, especially for municipal and private forests.
Recreational and hunting use of forests is not clear. Such chapters as “biodiversity
conservation”, “forest awareness”, “afforestation of degraded lands and creation of protection
shelterbelt plantations outside the forest fund”, “forest management certification” and
“accountability of forest and non-forest timber products” are still lacking.

6.4. Improved legal frame – gaining successful results
Besides strategic framework for sustainable development of forests managed directly by the
state entities, the legislation relevant to creation of municipal forests does not exists – and such
lands covered with forests vegetation, owned by LPAs, are extremely important for the national
forestry sector. Forest plantations are established on inappropriate lands (inapt for other uses),
representing small and disperse forest bodies located between communities. These plantations
are heavily exposed to destructive human activities (illegal grazing and logging, unauthorized
waste damping and pollution etc.) and clear legal mechanisms and technical regulations to
regulate such relations are lacking.
Both legal provisions relevant to principles of payments for forest uses and to the real value
of forest products and services (direct and indirect) are poorly stipulated by existing legal frame.
There are no legal mechanisms and tools to influence economic activity, as well as to create
favorable conditions, for a rational use of natural resources, forests in particular, and for a
conservation of biodiversity. The LPAs owning forests do not have clear mechanisms for the
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elaboration, coordination, enforcement – jointly with state forest institutions, of local programs
with regard to sustainable development, utilization, regeneration, protection and guarding.

7. Analyzing international experience – utility for
Moldova
7.1. History and transformation
The main finding, as a result of detailed examination of forest legislation of EU member
states and ex-soviet countries (including Republic of Moldova), is that all these countries have a
basic law with a more or less similar name – Forest Code or Forest Law. This basic law clearly
establishes how forest regime is applied as well as what main functions provided by forests are,
also competences of authorities responsible for administration, management and protection of
forest resources.
The difference between EU legal frame and ex-soviet countries is the latter do not have a
clear understanding on the rights over land (in particular forest land), there is no proper
elucidation of how private forests are managed as well as no regulatory framework for the
creation, administration and management of municipal forests. All these have an explanation –
former forest management during soviet time, when private sector was just disparaged and
centralized management dominated over the rest. Contrary to EU countries (see Table 3),
municipal and private sectors in the ex-soviet countries were oppressed and even destroyed
(namely privates), though before soviet regime were installed the private or other forms of forest
ownership (rather than the state one) were more or less well developed in some regions.
Table 3: Europe: proportion of private forests from total forest area

Country
Austria
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Italy
Luxemburg
Norway
Netherlands
Portugal
Span
Sweden
Total

Total forest area
(thousand ha)
3.877
466
23.373
14.155
10.735
8.550
87
9.565
334
3.102
25.622
28.015
127.881

Private forests
(%)
82
73
70
74
42
60
55
83
52
91
70
70
69

Community and private sectors are not only a challenge for the Republic of Moldova, but
also a chance to create new opportunities as well as to build long-lasting relationships with the
forests, taking into account that we are mutually interdependent with. In this respect, experience
of other countries, particularly EU states, is very welcomed. Nonetheless, example of EU
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countries does not mean a sudden passage from centralized system to a diversification of forest
ownership in the Republic of Moldova. There can be concerns of having the forests destroyed
‘over night’ (such as the negative result of retrocession to the ex-owners in Romania) and
various risks, social (livelihoods) and economic (to gain immediate profit), which contradicts with
the sustainable development to which we aspire so much.
Since 1990, many countries from Central and Eastern Europe have passed through
transformation (reformation) processes in their forestry sectors, including the process of
improving legislation. This happened in parallel with an active participation of such countries to
various initiatives and international events, which is not the case of Moldova. Though
formulation and improvement of legal frame relevant to private or municipal sector is a difficult
task, many countries have already found new solutions that meet their current needs.
Legal frame of many countries have clear sustainable principles and responsibility for its
implementation lies on forest owners, which is not the case of Moldova where legislation is not
fully enforced. One well-known example in the forest management of European countries, forest
owners in Poland and Czech Republic are obliged that within 2 years after wood harvesting
operations a proper regeneration of felling sites is ensured – which is partially implemented in
Moldova’s forests, with huge deficiencies towards practical enforcement on the ground, control
of executed works, expenditures and financial accountability. This might be one of the
explanations of the situation when circa 60-70% of forest stands of the Republic of Moldova
have vegetative (coppice) origin, which is certainly the result of a former and actual inefficient
management.
Below we present an analysis of the forest legal framework from several countries (including
two neighboring countries, Romania and Ukraine, which have long bilateral or tri-lateral
collaboration of various sectors), where we can derive examples of good legal practices that can
be useful for the forestry sector of Moldova.

7.2. Experience of Romania
Relations between Romania and Republic of Moldova have long traditions and there are
close historical, cultural and even geographical similarities with some regions of Romania1.
Thus, the forest legal frame of Romania, which favors legislation of the Republic of Moldova, is
the best one for transposition.
The Forest Fund of Romania is subject to forest regime in compliance with the Forest Code
and subsequent forest legislation as well as to the system of technical, economic and legal
norms that are component parts of the forest regime. Implementation of the forest regime is
mandatory and refers to all forest owners. Forest management planning is mandatory to all
categories of forest properties regardless the area of owned forests. All forest beneficiaries
should prove they have valid management plans for all period of forest planning and over all
owned forested areas.
Main elements of the forest legislation of Romania that are recommended to be transposed
to the forest legislation of the Republic of Moldova refer to sustainable management of forest
ecosystems, tightening penalties for wood theft, efficient and sustainable management of
smaller forest properties, applications/tools relevant to wood traceability, identifying economic
leverages to discourage harvesting of ‘uncountable’ wood, and encourage legal activities.
We can list several legal aspects from Romanian experience (mainly using the Forest Code)
related to the private sector evolution that worth attention and we would even recommend them
to be translated for the Republic of Moldova, so that it would allow to promote more efficient
management of Moldovan private forests (taking into account aspirations to join international,
and EU, family):
1

It referes to the Moldovan region of Romania, which along with actual Republic of Moldova (i.e. from
both sides of the Prut River) used to be one province in the past.
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Improving capacity of central forest authority, mainly through support services, among its
management units in order to provide consultancy and help meet the needs of the newly
created private forest properties in order to ensure proper management of both state and
private forest lands;
 Suport to assembly of private forest owners or to forest and pasture land owners through
ensuring basic staff, logistic support and necessary basic ecquipment, assistance in
preparing business plans that would enhance their economic develoment in the future,
providing help in accession financial support for international institutions.
 Encouraging private forests establishment through assistance towards communities’
development in areas with high level of poverty, where there is potential for afforestation
of degraded lands and where such communities have limited capacities.
Another positive example to take over is the modalities of support for the sustainable
development of forests in Romania (private properties of natural and legal persons, and public
and private properties of the administrative-territorial entities). According to the Forest Code of
Romania (clause 97), the state provides annual allocations from the budget2 to ensure that all
administrative costs are covered, including allocations for forest services of the private forest
properties of natural and legal persons if the area of the property is less or equal to 30 ha,
regardless it the property constitutes or not a part of any assembly. The state provides
compensations against costs for unharvested products that forest owners incur, done in
accordance with the protection functions under prescriptions of forest management plans that
limit wood harvesting.

7.3. Experience of Ukraine
Ukrainian forest legislation has many things in common with Moldovan forest legislation, and
this is because of former soviet type of management and continuos social-economic exchange
between the two neighbouring countries. The existing law allows forests to be in state, private3
or communal property, and the law seems to apply to all categories of forest owners.
The Forest Code (1994) of Ukraine, with modifications from 2006 and 2013, provides clear
functional classification of forests into six groups: forests with protective functions, recreational
and healthcare forests, nature conservation forests, forests of historical and cultural values,
forests of special purpose, exploitable forests4.
Ukraine’s experience brings a positive example of transposing land legal frame into forest
legislation, based on international requirements and regulations relevant to responsibilities for
unsustainable use of forests, forest regime enforcement, need for developing standards of
sustainable development in order to achieve economic, ecologic (forest) and social equilibrium.
According to existing practice in Ukraine and a special governmental decision at the regional
level, forest areas can be leased for recreational, educational, research use or wildlife
management. The duration for such lease is up to 49 years. This practice raised a number of
social conflicts because it restricted access of local communities to forests, despite the fact that
the law above allows citizens to have an open access to all forests in Ukraine.
A study report “Analysis of the legal frame to ensure people’s rights for the use of forest
resources, risks of corruption and prevention of forest crimes”, prepared within the regional
program ENPI FLEG I in Ukraine (2010), revealed that responsibilities of forest users is not well
reflected in the existing legal frame, also there is no mechanism to cancel/terminate existing
agreements of forest use.
2

Through the central authority responsible for forestry
It seems that there are limitations in creation and/or holding a forest private property
4
The last category of forests, i.e. exploitable forests, does not exist in the Moldovan legislation anymore,
though it existed till 1996 before Forest Code of Moldova entered into force. Nowadays, all forests
(according to Forest Code) have exclusively protection functions.
3
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7.4. Experience of Central Europe
In Central European countries, with long traditions and culture with regards to forest
resources, one can see more diversified forest ownership. The private sector is much stronger,
both as individuals as private forest enterprises. Subventions in the forestry sector are typical for
western and central European countries. The access to forests is free but their use is regulated.
Countries’ national laws are harmonized with EU legislation and forestry sector representatives
repeatedly negotiate with the EC on relevant technical issues.
The Federal Forest Act of Germany (Bundeswaldgesetz) from 1975 is the main forest law;
however, there is a number of specific legislation for each separate land. In general terms,
forest property and forest exploitation is well regulated. Such activities as species substitution,
shifts in treatments, first regeneration, pest management etc., are mandatory and subject to
legal approval. The forestry sector of Germany is subject to subventions from the state: (1)
directly – through long term investments (for plantations, pioneer stands, tending operations)
and in emergency situations; also (2) indirectly – through various kinds of consultancy services
and training of forest owners and labor.
Austria administers its forest resources in accordance with the Forest Act (Forstgesetz),
issued in 1975 and modified in 1987, which promotes high forest management and continuity of
forest functions, and also provides necessary provisions for specific activities relevant to policy
implementation and forest biodiversity conservation. The following main principles of the
Austrian Forest Law are recommended to be taken into consideration: forest conservation to
protect soil resources; clear mechanisms for forest expansion; undertake forest treatments and
other forest works in conformity with sustainable development and biodiversity conservation;
forward methods of forest protection against disease and pests; clear provisions on forest
protection against fires and pollution; norms and restrictions on wood and other forest products
harvesting; promoting forest management planning and forest development plans; training and
instruction of staff, education and public awareness are mandatory for forest enterprises; rules
on the use, cultivation and marketing the reproduction material.
The Czech Republic is a classic example where the principles of sustainable forest
management have been applied since the 18th century, and it has not experienced a loss in
forest area, however, forest degradation has occurred. According to the Czech Forest Act
(Lesní zákon) of 1995, forests are split into three groups: commercial or management forests
(circa 2/3 of overall forest area), protective forests (in areas under risks of erosion or negative
impact on environment) and special-purpose forests (circa 1/5 of overall forest area, included in
the protected areas). Existing legislation do not allow the lease or sub-lease of state forests for
commercial purposes. The Government regulates the forest inventory5 and undertakes
monitoring of the actual condition of forests. Forest regeneration (regardless the type of
treatment) is a high priority and it is carried out using appropriate species and sites, and
subsequent tending operations are undertaken on time and in a systematic manner in order to
improve stands’ condition. The Czech National Strategy for Biological Diversity (NSBD) requires
that certain amount of ‘dead wood’6 should remain in the forests as it provides indispensable
habitats for biodiversity and represents an important factor in conserving forest ecosystems.

7.5. Experience of Baltic states

5

The state covers all costs while undertaking forest inventory
Researches show that lack of deadwood and aging trees is one of the key health problems of Czech forestry in
terms of long-term perspectives. There is about 50–230 m3/ha of deadwood in Czech natural forests.
6
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Baltic States could be a useful example for the Republic of Moldova, because of historical
times (all part of soviet era in the past). Law enforcement and mandatory character of legislation
is associated with a high tax (penalty) level for the violation of legislation. Legal frame seems to
be well harmonized with EU directives and elaborated in accordance with international
requirements on sustainable forest development. Forests potential is much greater than in the
Republic of Moldova7.
The Lithuanian Forestry Law (1994) defines forests as one of the main natural resources,
which serves for the state and its citizens; it splits forests into 4 classes: forest reserves, special
purpose forests, protective forests and commercial forests. The largest Baltic state, Lithuania
faced restitution and privatization process after 1990, so private forests account nowadays for
circa 30% of all, while the rest remain under the management of State Forest Administration.
The cooperation between state forest authority and private forest owners is poor, moreover a
proper management of private forests (compared with state ones) is not fully ensured.
The goal of the Latvian Forest Law (2000) is to ensure conditions for the sustainable
management of all of Latvia’s forests, to guarantee equal rights, protection of property rights,
economic freedom, and equal responsibilities for all forest owners or legal custodians. It
prescribes minimum permitted age for felling of each tree species (it was actually lowered,
which increased the volumes of available wood for industry), maximum size of clear-cuts and
other restrictions. Also, forest owners can remove up to 10 m3 of firewood annually without a
cutting permit.
The Forest Act (2007) of Estonia ensures the protection and sustainable management of
the forest as an ecosystem. Forest management is considered sustainable biological diversity,
the productivity, regeneration capacity and vitality of forests are ensured, and multiple uses of
forest to satisfy ecological, economic, social, and cultural needs are offered.

8. Findings and useful recommendations
Although recently Moldova made a lot of efforts towards improving legal frame relevant to
forestry sector, rational use of natural resources and biodiversity conservation (e.g. increase in
protected areas, extension of forest cover, national ecological network establishment, raising
awareness among population etc.), the process of ecosystem degradation (especially of natural
habitats) was not stopped. This points out on the fact that new mechanisms need to be adopted
for the existing legal-normative framework.
Problems in the sustainable development should be prioritized, where a consolidated
forestry sector and improved conditions for qualitative components of biological diversity should
be in the top of such priorities.
Based on our analysis, below is listed a great portion of useful information – findings and
recommendations to help build an efficient legal-normative framework that would contribute to a
sustainable development of forest resources of the Republic of Moldova (see annex 2).

8.1. Need for a clear vision
Aspiration of the Republic of Moldova to join European community and its willingness to
formulate a clear forest policy (including through international assistance), induces more
responsibility towards reaching European standards. Development priority areas for the

7

Forest cover varies from 34% (400 million m3 is the total growing stock) in Lithuania, 48% (468 million m3 is the
total growing stock) in Estonia and circa 54% (668 million m3 is the total growing stock) in Latvia. Forest cover in
the Republic of Moldova is 13,7% (45 million m3 is the total growing stock).
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Republic of Moldova are set in the strategic documents that aim at adjusting policies and
national legislation to European ones.
Recent policy documents of the Republic of Moldova8 set important objectives that need to
be implemented to ensure the sustainable development of the forestry sector.
Forests play an important role in maintaining ecological equilibrium, combatting
desertification and soil degradation, biodiversity conservation, protection of landscapes, water
and hydrographic basins, food and energetic security, climate change mitigation, and in
preventing and reducing risks of hazards (natural or man-made). All these, supported by
international policy documents relevant to conservation of biological diversity, should be
transposed in the national forestry legislation, including in the process of elaboration of a new
Action Plan9 in order to ensure proper implementation of the Strategy for sustainable
development of the forestry sector of the Republic of Moldova till 202010, elaboration of a new
Forest Code, legislation relevant to private forests, community forests and forest vegetation of
the border areas.

8.2. Extension of forest vegetation
Historical data denote a low forest cover (circa 25% during the last 3-4 centuries and only
6% in 1918) of the regions in the actual Republic of Moldova, which, de-facto, was (and is) a
steppe-forest area, where most of forests covered the central Moldovan plateau (hills with a
maximal altitude of 430 m). During the World War I and II, the forest cover was reduced by 50%
compared with what existed in the middle of XIX and beginning of XXI centuries. Despite the
fact that in the last 50 years there can be seen an increase in forest cover, mainly because of
afforestation activities undertaken on degraded lands or other land unused for agriculture, the
rate of land covered with forest vegetation is still low. Moreover, the share of the use of native
species is extremely low, so that the latest data show that the area of plantations (based on
introduced species, e.g. black locust) count for approximately 30% of all forests.
According to the Strategy for sustainable development of the forestry sector of the Republic
of Moldova, eco-protective functions of forests could ensure their best performance only if the
forests cover would exceed 15% of country’s territory. At the moment, only 13,7% of country’s
territory is covered with forest vegetation (of which, optimistically only 8% of country’s territory is
covered with true forest ecosystems, the rest being plantations). Also, there is only less land
available for afforestation, and existing land legislation restricts forest extension (e.g. the Land
Code does not allow afforestation of land that has more than 40% productivity index), so that
those available lands are not the most appropriate for planting native target-species.
It is therefore extremely important that this minimal rate of forest cover, i.e. 15%, will be
reached, especially through promoting native species and/or establishing plantations (including
energy plantations, protection shelterbelts) where conditions allow and pressure on forests is
rather high. This target-rate of forest cover would solve a number of economic, social and
ecological problems.
New provisions should be provided for the legal and normative framework, which would
clearly promote actions against soil and land degradation, technical norms for planting these
lands, their registration in the cadaster and requirements for creating new forests.
It is also important to elaborate modifications and amendments in exiting environmental and
agricultural legislation in compliance with good European practices – such as availability of

8

Environmental Strategy for 2014-2023 and Action Plan for its implementation approved by GD nr. 301 from
2.04.2014, and Strategy for biological diversity of the Republic of Moldova for the period 2015-2020 and Action
Plan for its implementation approved by GD nr. 274 from 18.05.2015
9
Abolished by GD nr. 796 from 25.10.12
10
Approved by Parliament Decision nr. 350-XV from 12 June 2001
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lands (especially inapt for agriculture) for extension of forest vegetation on LPA and private
properties, monitoring of forest activities, prevention and elimination of illegalities.

8.3. Ensuring unified forest regime regardless
State forest sector is dominant in the Republic of Moldova and undertaken through Agency
Moldsilva and its entities (this is circa 85% of all forest properties), followed by local public
authorities (circa 13%), privates (circa 0,3%) and other owners of smaller forest resources
(Ministry of Transport and Road Infrastructure, Monasteries).
In forests managed by Moldsilva, the system of monitoring of wood harvesting activities is
undertaken by taking into account the real condition of stands, which is in line with provisions of
the forest management plans (approved annually) and exiting legislation. In the forests
managed by local public authorities (LPAs) and/or other other forest owners, this system of
monitoring is much more reduced and with higher degree of uncertainty. Sate Ecological
Inspectorate (SEI) is trying to undertake strict control activities, under existing legislation (Forest
Code, Law on vegetal kingdom, and other regulatory framework), of illegal activities as well as
of all legally harvested wood – such data are published in the Annual Reports of the SEI
(http://inseco.gov.md/).
Some activities (such as certification of forest management, building institutional and control
capacities, creation of alternative forest plantations on degraded lands with inclusion of native
species, undertaking forest management planning activities in all lands covered with forest
vegetation) should be well reflected in the new Forest Code.
One of major deficiencies identified in the national forestry sector refers to the inadequate
management of most of LPAs forestland – such forests (mostly plantations) have a reduced
biologic production potential, their guard and protection is highly undesirable, which still conduct
to an increased level of illegalities (according to ENPI FLEG studies, the trend is that more
illegalities happen in LPAs forests than in Moldsilva’s forests).
Illegal and irrational use of forest resources (namely illegal logging and poaching) can be
stopped and eliminated only through well identified legal and institutional mechanisms that are
associated with alternative sources (e.g. legalizing illegal wood volumes, forest extension,
engaging private sector, forest food and biomass projects etc.), and all these should be included
in the new Forest Code11, which, according to the Action Plan of the Strategy for biological
diversity of the Republic of Moldova for the period 2015-2020, will be elaborated in 2016.
Looking at the experience of other countries (e.g. Romania), other forest owners than state
forest owners could create an Association of Community and/or Private Forest Properties, when
the state would support them in terms of legal and logistical assistance in order to contribute to
their development (including accession to financial national and international sources). For the
Republic of Moldova, a simple association at level of provided consultancy among state,
community and private owners would eliminate a number of technical problems.

8.4.

Hunting management and reducing poaching

Irrational and illegal use of animal resources (illegal hunting, poaching, illegal trade with
game animal products) became common phenomenon in the last decades. Real estimates on
populations of main game species are much lower than the optimal potential of habitats to
support game populations. According to de the Concept of hunting development in Moldova
(adopted by Parliament on 24 December 1997), the country’s habitats have a potential to
support circa 2000 red deer, 20000 roe deer, 4000 wild boar, 200000 hare, 250000 common
pheasant and other smaller game species. For comparison, according to data from Moldsilva,
11

Elaboration of a new Forest Code will greatly depend on political will and under clear national forest policy.
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real statistics of 2013 is: wild boars – 1731, row deer – 4844, and deer12 (red/sika) – 431. This
concept was not implemented; legal framework for the development of a network of hunting
grounds and enterprises was not elaborated13. All this suggests there is no efficient game and
hinting management, likewise a sustainable use and planning is lacking. Another problem is that
there is not any real animal inventory, namely of game species. Several institutions are involved
in this sector (Agency Moldsilva and SHFM – being responsible for game species, Academy of
Sciences of Moldova – for protected species of animals); however, available information is
limited, which gives only a fragmented and incomplete picture on the state and conservation
status of game specie across the country.
The Strategy for biological diversity of the Republic of Moldova for the period 2015-2020
aims at solving some of existing problems in the sector through a revision and improvement of
the legal frame relevant to conservation of animal kingdom, especially with regard to the Law on
hunting and game conservation. A bill has already been developed and proposed, but there is
still no constructive dialogue and collaboration between main stakeholders (i.e. Ministry of
Environment, SHFM, and Moldsilva). Nonetheless, this law should clearly establish the
competences for the management of game resources and hunting grounds; what institutions will
have functions to issuing hunting licenses (permits) and enforce hunting rules rights and
obligations for hunters and their legal persons; inventory and monitoring of game species;
restrictions for hunting; period of hunting activities and what species can be hunted.
Besides the Law on hunting and game conservation, we also recommend to take all this into
account when modification or adjustments to Penal Code and Contravention Code are being
envisaged, especially with regard to revisions of the fee for the violations of legislation (relevant
to game and fish species).

8.5. Utilization and alternatives through forest ecosystem services
Unsustainable practices and corruption (at high political level, but also among communities)
have an impact not only on species, but also on ecosystems in general, which leads to
discrediting of activities in most sectors of national economy. Rapid losses in biodiversity, an
increased number of endangered species that need urgent conservation intervention at national
level are key-problems of the forestry sector14. To stop this it requires alternative ways for the
final consumers and, respectively, increased penalties for the violation of legislation – thus, a
legal frame that takes into consideration all these could decrease the level of illegal collection
and trading with biodiversity, by offering conditions for legal businesses and other activities that
do not contradict to sustainable principles. The Strategy for biological diversity of the Republic
of Moldova for the period 2015-2020 set some objectives to help solve such problems – through
tougher penalties for the violation of legislation while providing amendments or modifications in
the Contravention Code and Penal Code. At the same time, we recommend that the new Forest
Code should take into considerations the level of produced damage to species and forest
ecosystems, and correlate this with the fee calculated for such damages.
Studies conducted by ENPI FLEG (wood consumption, illegal logging, forest ecosystem
services, forest dependency among local communities) are an excellent background for relevant
institutions of Moldova in their intention to develop a legal-normative framework meant to
regulate the utilization of natural resources, implicitly forests.

12

There is a high hybridization and introgression between native red deer (Cervus elaphus) and introduced sika
deer (C. nippon) in the country, given also the fact that for some 150 years red deer was absent from Modlova and
only reintroduced some 50 years ago.
13
Agency Moldsilva and Society of Hunters and Fishermen of the Republic of Moldova were responsible for this.
14
According to experts, 80% of all biodiversity in the Republic of Moldova is associated with forest ecosystems.
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The real value of products and services provided by forest ecosystems in the Republic of
Moldova is estimated at $28,3 million annually15. The real damage caused through illegal
activities (also through irrational but legalized activities) is much bigger than the existing
penalties. We specifically refer to affiliated legislation, e.g. Penal Code and Contravention Code,
but also other laws and regulatory (normative) legislation relevant to the forestry sector.
Tougher penalties associated with alternative conditions would be a rational choice to reach
stable levels of coexistence (e.g. establishing energetic plantations for biomass production,
hunting enterprises to ensure proper game management, promoting plant/flowers cultivation
among local communities in order to gain income from trading such plants etc.).
Most of economic-industrial activities and investment programs do not take into
consideration any possible impacts on forests, nor do they really care about sustainable
conservation. Financial losses would be much higher if forest vegetation conservational aspects
are not minded – this is almost unperceived fact, or even neglected by many institutions. In
monetary terms according to an UNDP study16, only biodiversity conservation activities in forest
ecosystems could have a 12 million Moldovan lei contribution to the national economy over the
next 25 years. Respectively, these revenues could disappear after 27 years if the capacity of
forest ecosystems to offer wood and non-timber forest products is compromised. Following this,
the new Action Plan elaborated to implement the Strategy for sustainable development of the
forestry sector of the Republic of Moldova would have to include all these data provided by the
study of ecosystem services offered by the forestry sector.
At the same time, the national legal framework should be adjusted to the international
legislation with regard to seeking for efficient financial mechanisms to ensure biodiversity
conservation and make use of ecosystems services as well as to finding tools and mechanisms
for equitable share of benefits from the multi-use of forest resources.

8.6. Forest lease
Current practice of the lease of forest lands (i.e. for hunting and recreation) for the period of
up to 49 years did not prove to be positive one as it restricted some social categories and
privileged the other categories. Forest lease faced a misapprehension among forestry staff, but
also a huge resistance from the civil society and large public because it limited access of
population in the forests, which represents a violation of human rights according to the
Constitution of the Republic of Moldova.
Forest lease in the Republic of Moldova is a sensitive subject. In many countries (e.g. Czech
Republic, Lithuania) forest lease is well regulated and the lease or sub-lease of forests for
commercial purposes is not allowed. In the Republic of Moldova, the regulation of the lease of
forest fund for hunting and/or recreational purposes17 is tortuous and rather ambiguous. One
can recommend rethinking this forest lease Regulation, so that areas meant for leasing are
redesigned to take into consideration the pressure on forests and to avoid causing damages to
forest ecosystems and their biodiversity.
Planning possible activities, including infrastructure to be built on leased forest lands and the
damage caused and measures to prevent forest degradation – all these should be strictly
specified in the legislation and monitored accordingly. As the lease for hunting purposes, we
recommend the following: to ensure optimal conditions for game biodiversity, monitoring of
populations of game species, prevention and elimination of illegal hunting and poaching, raising
awareness on hunting culture and improving the attitude towards main game species.
15

Evaluation of Forest Ecosystem Services (FES) in the Republic of Moldova . Technical Report under ENPI FLEG.
Transilvania University of Brașov, 2015.
16
Popa B. (2013): The Economic Value of Ecosystem Services in Republic of Moldova,. GEF/UNDP-GEF project
National Biodiversity Planning to Support the implementation of the CBD 2011-2020 Strategic Plan in Republic of
Moldova, Chisinau.
17
GD nr. 187 from 20.02.2008
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All these require better transparency of intentions and involvement of all stakeholders in the
decision making process.

8.7.

Financing the forestry sector

Generally, public funds are administered in a way when finance policy does not put
emphasis on sectors related to the management of natural resources. Cooperation between
central and local public authorities is not sufficient, and biodiversity conservation and rational
use of forest resources do not seem to be a priority in terms of public financing. Although
protected areas (PAs) within the national forest fund are home to a greater part of biodiversity,
these are not adequately financed from the budget.
As the forestry sector itself, this is almost not financed from the state budget. Starting from
1998, Agency Moldsilva is essentially self-managing and self-financing its activities.
Approximately 3% of the Moldsilva’s annual turnover is financed from the state budget, of which
part is consumed for the headquarter staff or for other activities (such as pest control of selected
forests, ensure forest regeneration). In other words, Moldsilva undertakes specific management
of the state forest properties by using its own resources, and it allocates finances from selling its
own wood products and/or from other entrepreneurial activities.
Most part of Moldsilva’s expenditures is covered from wood selling (according to official
statistics, circa 80% represent fuelwood, 10% is timber and 10% come from other activities). Of
course, this is inadmissible, especially under conditions of a high pressure from human factor
and rather pronounced climate change (e.g. droughts, high temperature). Community forests
seem to be even more threatened, given the fact that circa ¼ of all forestlands managed by
LPAs have active forest management plans.
It becomes relevant to develop legal tools that promote fiscal incentives as well as payments
for the protection of forests and conservation of forest biodiversity.
The new Forest Code can include provisions on how to receive payments for the damages
caused form the violation of forest and hunting legislation, also fees received from other illegal
activities and corruption schemes (e.g. poaching and illegal logging) – all these could be
accumulated onto a special fund (e.g. forest conservation and development fund) or by existing
National Ecologic Fund. All cashed amounts should be used for the rehabilitation and
conservation of the forest and hunting areas.
Much more attention should be drawn to LPA and private forest owners, which require
urgent support from the state forest budget with regards to costs for forest extension and
subsequent management of the newly created forests and forest shelterbelts, pest and disease
control activities, reconstruction of forests and access to them, prevention of various hazards
and forest fires in particular, ecological education etc. At the same time, the state budget should
provide compensations for unused products that forests owners are not benefiting from,
because of protection functions stipulated by the forest management plans that certainly limit
harvesting of the wood.
The legislation of the Republic of Moldova requires fiscal and financial tools (e.g. through
redirection and/or redistribution of current allocations) to ensure more diversified economic
sources needed for the national forestry sector.
Lack of financial resources may hinder the implementation of the National Plan for the
expansion of forest vegetation areas for the period of 2014-2018 and the National program on
establishing the national ecological network for the period of 2011-2018.

8.8. Conservation principles in forest management
Diversified forests from the point of view of species, composition and interrelationships
within are absolutely indispensable for a functional stability of the ecosystem. However, forest
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ecosystems can lose their ecological capacity to sustain an impressive number of animals if old
hollow trees are not present within forest habitat and/or are extracted from the forest (such trees
are true home to a number of bird and mammal species useful for the forest).
During silvicultural treatments and tending operations in forests, especially when birds are
coming and reproducing, it is highly recommended that felling of old and died trees, which serve
shelter to many useful species of animals (such as birds and bats), is judiciously done.
Entomophagous bird species nesting in tree hollows (e.g. flycatchers, tits, woodpeckers,
nuthatches, redstarts etc.) are extremely useful in maintaining eco logical stability and they
participate actively in reducing populations of insect pests.
Therefore, forest legislation should obligatorily promote ecological principles in the forest
management as well as measures for the conservation of rare, vulnerable and endangered
species associated with forests, including through developing special conservation plans for
species included in the Red Book of the Republic of Moldova18. It is important that requirements
in the EU Habitat and Birds Directives as well as of other international conventions, which
recommend elaboration (and adjustment) of regulatory legislation, are taken into consideration

8.9.

Climate change

Although climate change is a natural phenomenon, human activities just amplify this
process. It is already proved that global changes in climate have a significant impact on natural,
social and economic systems. Highly vulnerable vegetal and animal kingdoms of the Republic of
Moldova are also a result of low functionality of ecosystems, mainly because of inadequate
management. More than that, a few semi-natural ecosystems are highly fragmented and
degraded.
According to the latest decisions of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change, the government of Moldova is in the process of developing a climate change
adaptation plan and the country will soon benefit from the “Moldovan Strategy for Adaptation to
Climate Change”19.
Relationships between sectors involved in the utilization of natural resources (including
forestry sector) and prognosis of their development under presumable climate changes should
be taken into consideration by the national legal frame. Forest technologies should be adapted
to such conditions, which would greatly improve adaptability of forests to climate change.
A growing interest presents specific methodologies aimed at using existing potential of
forests to contribute to green economy and renewable energy, which would significantly reduce
from the dependence of external energy supply and contribute to an efficient wood utilization.

8.10. Native species versus introductions
One of basic principles of the forest management should become the promotion of native
species (i.e. genetic resources of local species and eco-types), which are more adapted to
climatic variability with higher resilience capacity of ecosystems. The share of introduced
species (some being invasive or even aggressive) needs to be reduced and their introduction
should be accompanied by pre-tests in order to avoid unfavorable impacts and losses from their
penetration. All these should be clearly stipulated in the process of developing legal frame.
Nowadays, exotic invasive species represent a major ecological problem as they constitute
a real threat to local biological resources, with colossal economic and ecologic impact. Some
exotic species are introduced deliberately (for various purposes - commercial, ornamental,
18
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Red Book comparative data: 1 edition (1978) plants – 26 and animals 29 species, 2 edition (2002) plants – 126
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and animals – 116 species, 3 edition (planned for 2016) plants - 208 and animals – 219 species.
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aesthetic, biological control), while the others are introduced accidentally (through contaminated
products, illegal and/or uncontrolled trade etc.).
Some introduced species are largely used in forestry and by households. The most glaring
example is the black locust (Robinia plseudoacacia), which seems to be almost naturalized and
is highly preferred by local communities as a wood (mainly fuelwood, agricultural needs) and
other purposes as well (beekeeping, food). However, long-term economic and ecologic effects
of this practice of monocultures of acacia, largely used in the recent afforestation activities, is
unpredictable20, with clear signs of trees dying out over large areas.
Another example is box elder (Acer negundo), a species initially introduced for ornamental
purposes has now become extremely aggressive because of an incredible regeneration
potential and being, at the same time, an intermediary host for some dangerous pests for
agriculture and forestry.
These species are real threat to local biodiversity through the process of genetic pollution
and substitution of valuable species. The economic losses from such introductions can be really
huge.
The need to reduce the use of such species and mechanisms for combating their
penetration is already stipulated in the NBSAP document. Nonetheless, forestry legislation
should obligatorily promote such mechanisms, including of other invasive species.

9. Conclusions
Environmental legislation, specifically forestry, of the Republic of Moldova is not that
imperfect compared with the way it is perceived and enforced. Therefore, to ensure better
comprehension of legislation and to avoid its ambiguous interpretation (especially on courts), it
becomes crucial to develop such a legal frame that ordinary people can easily understand,
including raising awareness of the goods and services provided by forests.
The process of improving existing forest legal frame of the Republic of Moldova should be in
line with actual needs and long-term vision, so that the desired sustainable development goal is
reached in the future. Such visions were highlighted throughout this technical report, which
represents only an opinion of authors as a result of undertaken comparative analysis of national
legal frame with some EU and other eastern neighborhood countries.
Some stringent problems that Moldovan society faces can heavily affect the framework of
sustainable use of natural resources – these are corruption, overstate politicized of the
forestry/environment sector, neglecting the experience and professionalism of the personnel
directly involved in forest management. However, the voice from civil society (especially through
environmental NGO community) becomes more and more heard, and every single legal
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document should obligatorily pass through a transparency process, when everyone can
participate in improving legislation.
Importantly for the Republic of Moldova is to maintain and promote traditions of managing
forests, which, even not many and gone through tough periods of social-political developments
during the last several centuries, still persist and need support, including from an improved legal
frame. Aspirations of the Republic of Moldova to integrate into the European family should be
nourished by concrete facts, and good practices of EU countries are just an example for the
forestry sector.
Eventually, the Republic of Moldova will have to find its own road of development and
conservation of forest resources, and practices and experiences of other countries (including
EU) can only offer lessons and/or useful information to help reach sustainability.
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Annexes
Annex 1
Priorities of the regional program ENPI East FLEG in the Republic of Moldova

Phase II (2013-2016)
Main objective: to strengthen forest governance through improving implementation of relevant
international processes (e.g. the St Petersburg Declaration, Forests Europe), enhancing their
forest policy, legislation and institutional arrangements, and developing, testing and evaluating
sustainable forest management models at the local level on a pilot basis for future replication.









Promoting good governance of forestlands managed by other than governmental entities
through building capacities for rational management of local natural resources;
Piloting an inter-communal forest entity (ICFE) to enhance economic activities and
involvement of local population in forestry activities;
Conducting an analytical study on forest ecosystem services (ES);
Developing a monitoring system of wood flows and supporting law enforcement
agencies to ensure the elimination of illegal activities;
Optimizing forest legislation by examining international experience and harmonizing with
EU requirements;
Strengthening local capacities of a pilot-nursery and promote energy forestry;
Reducing forest illegalities through increased public awareness; and
Enhancing educational and institutional capacities to create young school messengers
for Moldova’s forests.

Priority areas are in line with regional and international developments and build on lessons
learned elsewhere. Some activities will be locally based and tested in order to trigger
development mechanisms at local level (e.g. improving nursery governance, demonstration
plots on how to establish energy plantations, undertaking FMP in selected LPAs, promoting
community and private forestry at local level).
The processes of revising forest strategy of Moldova institutional reform (FIRSM) will be
supported through various activities. The challenges of the forestry sector will be further
addressed and promoted at governmental level (Parliamentary commissions, Ministries) and
throughout decision-making and executive bodies at local level (local public authorities, district
administrations, civil society).
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Annex 2 (in Romanian)
Propuneri şi recomandări specifice privind îmbunătățirea sistemului de gestionare a
pădurilor
1. Revizuirea cadrului legislativ şi normativ şi armonizarea legislaţiei naţionale cu legislaţia
specifică a U.E., convenţiile şi acordurile internaţionale la care Republica Moldova este
parte
a) Întreprinderea măsurilor în vederea corelării legislației din domeniul forestier cu cea
aplicabilă în alte sectoare, cu implicarea tuturor factorilor interesaţi (modificarea Legii
regnului vegetal, Legea regnului animal etc.)
b) Elaborarea unui studiu de aproximare a legislaţiei silvice la legislaţia Europeană ;
c) Elaborarea variantei noi a legilor: Codul silvic, Legea protecţiei mediului ş.a.;
d) Îmbunătăţirea cadrului legislativ pentru favorizarea creării de păduri ale APL,
pastorale şi private;
e) Elaboraea şi realizarea programului privind reconstrucţia ecologică a pădurilor
deteriorate şi inventarierea arboretelor care necesită lucrări de reconstrucţie
ecologică;
f) Elaborarea unui nou Regulament privind modul de păză a resurselor forestiere și a
cadastrului forestier pentru o monitorizare mai eficientă al pădurilor din zona de
frontieră.
g) Modificarea prevederilor din Codului contravențional privind majorarea sancţiunilor
pentru contravențiile silvice, în special tăierile ilicite de arbori și arbuști, pentru
protejarea pădurilor contra acţiunilor distructive.
h) Elaborarea și aprobarea Legii cu privire la fondul cinegetic şi protecţia vânatului,
care ar reglementa relaţiile în domeniul utilizării resurselor cinegetice şi ar înlocui
scăpările şi lacunele admise în Legea regnului animal.
i) Elaborarea unui nou Regulament privind prevenirea incendiilor, concentrându-se
asupra gestionării peisajelor și introducerea treptată a speciilor locale tolerante la
incendii, cu icluderea măsurilor speciale de prevenire și stîngere a incendiilor fîșiilor
riverane forestiere în zona de frontieră.
j) Elaborarea reglementărilor speciale cu privire la măsurile de protecție sanitară a
pădurilor contra bolilor și dăunătorilor și de protecție a animalelor contra bolilor și de
profilaxie contra izbucnirii epizootiilor în pădurile și fîșiile forestiere în zona de
frontieră;
2. Îmbunătăţirea cadrului instituţional în domeniul forestier
a) Constituirea Consiliului Național Forestier, entitate cu rol consultativ, în care să fie
reprezentate instituții și organizații din domeniul forestier și domeniile conexe;
b) Asigurarea unei Reforme instituţionale a sectorului forestier din Republica Moldova:
c) Identificarea mecanismelor care să asigure administrarea sau servicii silvice pentru
toţi deținătorii de fond forestier ;
d) Perfecţionarea sistemului de administrare silvică pentru proprietarii de pădure.
e) Asigurarea măsurilor de gestionarea durabilă al fondului forestier
3. Stabilirea măsurilor de gestionare durabilă a fondului forestier
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a) Elaborarea și implementarea unui sistem național unitar care să furnizeze informaţii
asupra producerii, controlului, comercializării și transferului de material forestier de
reproducere.
b) Elaborarea măsurilor de gestionare a pădurilor sub aspect de conservare a
diversităţii biologice şi de protecţie a mediului;
c) Îmbunătăţirea măsurilor cu prrivire la starea pădurilor, ariilor naturale protejate din
terenurile fondului forestier şi ale fondului cinegetic;
d) Asigurarea măsurilor de gestionare funcţional-diferenţiată a pădurilor pe tipuri
polifuncţionale în regim de protecţie, regim special de conservare ş.a.;
e) Crearea de arborete optim structurate (amestecate, etajate, pluriene etc.) de mare
vitalitate, rezistente la adversităţi, productive şi de înaltă calitate, respectiv arborete
polifuncţionale, în acord cu principiile silviculturii şi ţeluri multiple (economice, sociale
şi culturale);
f) Gestionarea diferenţiată a fiecărui arboret în raport cu staţiunea, structura şi starea
lui, cu luarea în consideraţie a funţiilor atribuite;
g) Promovarea speciilor cu creştere lentă dar longevive, autohtone, capabile să
formeze păduri durabile;
h) Elaborarea de studii pentru determinarea valorii economice totale a pădurilor şi a
vegetaţiei forestiere în raport cu funcţiile atribuite.
4. Conservarea şi ameliorarea biodiversităţii şi a faunei cinegetice, protecţia ariilor naturale
a) Protejarea ecosistemelor forestiere rare şi periclitate (făgete, stejărete si
goruneţe petrofite, păduri de stejar pufos);
b) Identificarea pădurilor reprezentative în vederea ocrotirii lor prin lege în sistemul
ariilor naturale protejate de stat;
c) Menţinerea si ameliorarea bonităţii staţiunilor forestiere drept condiţie
fundamentala pentru conservarea diversităţii componentelor vii ale ecosistemelor
forestiere;
d) Îmbunătăţirea stării diversităţii biologice, protecţia şi restabilirea speciilor de floră şi
faună;
e) Ameliorarea stării, conservarea şi restabilirea comunităţilor forestiere valoroase de
Quercetee, neadmiterea substituirii speciilor de stejar cu alte specii;
f) Extinderea comunităţilor de stejar prin substituirea speciilor mai puţin valoroase,
conform analizei condiţiilor staţionale şi cercetărilor pedo-climaterice;
g) Dezvoltarea potenţialului recreativ şi de agrement a pădurilor şi ariilor naturale
protejate.
5.

Prevenirea degradării ecosistemelor forestiere, formarea şi menţinerea structurii
optime a arboretelor
Luarea de măsuri pentru protecţia solurilor;
Stoparea defrişării pădurilor şi a vegetaţiei forestiere din afara fondului forestier;
Prevenirea şi combaterea incendiilor forestiere;
Împădurirea tuturor terenurilor inapte pentru agricultură şi includerea lor în fondul
forestier;
e) Efectuarea unor ample lucrări de regenerare si reconstrucţie a pădurilor, avînd
drept scop ameliorarea compoziţiilor cu biotipuri rezistente la secetă şi la alţi
factori negativi, substituirea introducenţilor care s-au compromis în cultura și
restabilirea fitocenozelor autohtone;
f) Elaborarea tehnologiilor de asigurare a adaptabilităţii ecosistemelor forestiere la
schimbările climatice.
a)
b)
c)
d)
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6. Extinderea suprafeţelor împădurite şi mărirea procentului de păduri în Republica
Moldova
a)
b)

c)
d)

Stoparea degradării ecosistemelor forestiere şi extiderea vegetaţiei forestiere pînă
la 15 % din teritoriul ţării în a.2020;
Îmbunătăţirea calităţii apelor prin plantarea fîşiilor riverane de protecţie a apelor
rîurilor şi bazinelor de apă şi ca rezultat şi încadrarea acestora în Reţeaua
Ecologică Naţională şi Reţeaua Emerald;
Crearea coridoarelor de interconexiune între masivele împădurite, care ar spori
vitalitatea trupurilor de pădure;
Plantarea perdelelor riverane de protecţie a apelor rîurilor şi bazinelor de apă şi ca
rezultat şi încadrarea acestora în Reţeaua Ecologică Naţională şi Reţeaua Emerald.

7. Asigurarea unui management durabil al ecosistemelor forestiere care asigură servicii
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Implementarea sistemului de evaluare economică totală a pădurilor şi a terenurilor;
Producerea unei recolte comerciale a lemnului – în calitate de sursă durabilă de
biomasă naturală în scopuri energetice;
Crearea unor întreprinderi speciale pentru creşterea materialului săditor din specii
repede crescătoare şi a întreprinderilor pentru prelucrarea masei lemnoase
(inclusiv brichetarea), prin oferirea unui suport durabil pentru dezvoltarea economiei
localităţilor rurale;
Perfectarea metodologiei de evaluare a plăţilor pentru serviciile ecosistemice
prestate de pădure;
Elaborarea şi testarea mecanismelor naţionale/locale pentru PES prin proiecte-pilot;
Încurajarea activităţilor de menţinere a fondului genetic autohton în păduri;
Efectuarea lucrărilor de amenajare silvică a terenurilor acoperite cu vegetaţie
forestieră în scopul prevenirii tăierilor ilegale şi sporirii beneficiilor pădurii;
Reglementarea sistemului de cuantificare și compensare a funcțiilor ecosistemice ale
pădurii.

9. Contribuția pădurilor la atenuarea efectelor schimbărilor climatice. Adaptarea pădurilor la
schimbarile climatice
a)
b)
c)

Elaborarea şi implementarea metodologiilor/tehnologiilor pentru adaptarea
ecosistemelor forestiere la schimbări climatice;
Elaborarea politicii coerente între silvicultură, schimbari climatice și alte domenii
(calitatea apei, inundații, biodiversitate);
Atenuarea efectelor de schimbări climatice prin diminuarea proceselor negative de
degradare a solurilor.

10. Asigurarea măsurilor de diminuare a tăierilor ilegale de arbori din fondul forestier
naţional
a)
b)
c)

Crearea unui sistem pentru culegerea şi gestionarea informațiilor forestiere și
asigurarea accesului tuturor factorilor interesați la acestea;
Valorificarea superioară a lemnului și a produselor nelemnoase;
Crearea standardelor naţionale de certificare forestieră;
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d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

i)

Modernizarea şi adaptarea sistemului informaţional şi folosirea ca subsistem a
Sistemului Informaţional Geografic (SIG) pentru gestionarea pădurilor în Moldova;
Elaborarea şi promovarea unor mecanisme şi instrumente eficiente de control a
aplicării regimului silvic;
Crearea/îmbunătăţirea sistemului eficient de licitaţie silvică şi de emitere a
autorizaţiilor pentru tăierea arboretelor;
Întărirea capacităţii instituţionale de control asupra comercialăzării lemnului;
Revizuirea și dezvoltarea unor noi componente ale reglementărilor forestiere,
concentrându-se pe următoarele aspecte: certificarea produselor lemnoase și
nelemnoase, plăţile de export al masei lemnoase și nelemnoase;
Elaborarea și aprobarea unui Regulament privind ,,Înregistrarea şi funcţionarea
pieţei lemnului și certificarea produselor lemnoase”.

11. Planificarea şi amenajarea forestieră
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
12.

Modernizarea şi adaptarea sistemului de amenajare a pădurilor;
Crearea indicatorilor pentru monitoringul forestier, bazat pe datele UE şi UNECE;
Realizarea unei baze de date naţională pentru amenjamente silvice ;
Elaborarea continuă a inventarului forestier național;
Asigurarea delimitării şi certificării terenurilor fondului forestier

Consolidarea şi dezvoltarea cercetării ştiinţifice forestiere în cadrul instituţionalizat şi
creşterea contribuţiei acesteia la dezvoltarea sectorului
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)
f)
g)

Corelarea temelor de cercetare cu nevoile sectorului forestier ;
Restructurarea curriculara şi institutională a invăţământului în domeniul forestier şi
integrarea acestuia cu activităţile de cercetare-dezvoltare;
Dezvoltarea cercetărilor în domenii prioritare de importanţă naţională şi
internaţională (schimbări climatice, energie regenerabilă, economie verde
reconstrucţie ecologică, amenajarea, tehnologii ecologice de exploatare, studiul
lemnului);
Încurajarea proiectelor de cercetare intersectoială (mediu, agricultură, piscicultură,
energie, turism), cu implicarea cercetătorilor din domeniul forestier;
Organizarea cursurilor de perfectare a specialiştilor din ramura silvică;
Crearea de locuri de muncă în sectorul forestier, în contextul dezvoltării rurale;
Asigurarea formării continue a resurselor umane din organizaţiile şi instituţiile
sectorului forestier, în consens cu obiectivele tehnice, manageriale şi economice
prioritare, şi cu standardele europene în domeniu.
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About FLEG II (ENPI East) Program
The Forest Law Enforcement and Governance (FLEG) II European Neighbourhood and Partne rship
Instrument (ENPI) East Countries Program supports participating countries’ forest governance. At the
regional level, the Program aims to implement the 2005 St. Petersburg FLEG Ministerial Declaration and
support countries to commit to a time-bound action plan; at the national level the Program will review or
revise forest sector policies and legal and administrative structures; and improve knowledge of and support
for sustainable forest management and good forest governance in the participating countr ies, and at the
sub-national (local) level the Program will test and demonstrate best practices for sustainable forest
management and the feasibility of improved forest governance practices at the field -level on a pilot basis.
Participating countries include Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova, Russia, and Ukraine. The
Program is funded by the European Union.
http://www.enpi-fleg.org

Project Partner
EUROPEAN COMMISSION
The European Union is the world’s largest donor of official development assistance. The
European Commission’s Directorate General for European Neighbourhood Policy and
Enlargement Negotiations (DG NEAR) manages the bulk of the Union’s financial and
technical assistance to the neighbourhood and enlargement countries. By implementing
assistance actions in Europe’s eastern and southern neighbourhood, DG NEAR supports
reform and democratic consolidation, and strengthens the prosperity, stability and
security around Europe. DG NEAR helps to promote EU values, policies and interests in
this region, and to contribute to developing the special relationship of the EU with its
neighbouring countries. http://ec.europa.eu/index_en.htm

WORLD BANK
The World Bank Group is one of the world’s largest sources of knowledge and funding for
its 188 member-countries. The organizations that make up the World Bank Group are
owned by the governments of member nations, which have the ultimate decision -making
power within the organizations on all matters, including policy, financial or membership
issues. The World Bank Group comprises five closely associated institutions: the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and the International
Development Association (IDA), which together form the World Bank; the International
Finance Corporation (IFC); the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA); and
the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID). Each institution
plays a distinct role in the World Bank Group’s mission to end extreme poverty by
decreasing the percentage of people living on less than $1.25 a day to no more than 3
percent, and promote shared prosperity by fostering the income growth of the bottom 40
percent for every country. For additional information please visit:
http://www.worldbank.org, http://www.ifc.org, http://www.miga.org

IUCN
IUCN, International Union for Conservation of Nature, helps the world find pragmatic
solutions to our most pressing environment and development challenges. IUCN’s work
focuses on valuing and conserving nature, ensuring effective and equitable governance
of its use, and deploying nature-based solutions to global challenges in climate, food and
development. IUCN supports scientific research, manages field projects all over the
world, and brings governments, NGOs, the UN and companies together to develop
policy, laws and best practice. IUCN is the world’s oldest and largest global
environmental organisation, with more than 1,200 government and NGO members and
almost 11,000 volunteer experts in some 160 countries. IUCN’s work is supported by
over 1,000 staff in 45 offices and hundreds of partners in public, NGO and private sectors
around the world. www.iucn.org

WWF
WWF is one of the world’s largest and most respected independent conservation
organizations, with almost 5 million supporters and a global network active in over 100
countries. WWF’s mission is to stop the degradation of the planet’s natural environment
and to build a future in which humans live in harmony with nature, by conserving the
world’s biological diversity, ensuring that the use of renewable natural resources is
sustainable, and promoting the reduction of pollution and wasteful consumption.
www.panda.org
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